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Season 5, Episode 18
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To Live and Let Diorama



Old man Twickum dies, declaring through his will that the house be made into a museum for two months, then disposed of by the Head of the Historical Society, aka Taylor. Much to everyone's surprise, Luke volunteers to help with the museum to remain close to the house; Lorelai is interviewed by a magazine due to her success with the inn; Lane suspects Zach of cheating on her with Sophie; Rory and Paris sulk over their recent pitfalls with love, resulting with the both of them in Stars Hollow, getting tipsy with Lane on Miss Patty's Punch, and all three of them trying to contact their beaus;  Dean informs Luke that their situations are the same, and that Lorelai will eventually get bored and move on; Lane discovers Zach secretly practicing in a Bluegrass band.
Quest roles:
Liz Torres(Miss Patty), Michael Winters(Taylor Doose), Todd Lowe(Zack Van Gerbig), Carole King(Carole Bloom), Chauncey Leopardi


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
19 April 2005, 00:00
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